Which Word?

Directions: Read each sentence and circle the word with the correct ending. Write the word on the blank to complete the sentence. Write whether the word has a long e or a long i sound.

1. The _________________ on the white horse won the race.
   jockey    jocky    jockie    Sound: _________________

2. Whose _________________ is it to hand out papers today?
   dutey     duty     dutie    Sound: _________________

3. We got a _________________ to the letters we sent to the mayor.
   repley    reply    replie    Sound: _________________

4. The pioneers lived on the open _________________.
   prairey   prairy   prairie   Sound: _________________

5. Can I _________________ on you to get that job done?
   reley     rely     relie     Sound: _________________

6. That _________________ pie was really good.
   berrey    berry    berrie    Sound: _________________